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EGARDING our early and lasting apprecia¬
tion of Beethoven's works, a German
biographer wrote, " What Paris did for
opera, this London and the Philharmonic
Society did for instrumental music and

oratorio." While all the Symphonies were made known
to us in the order of their appearance, and were received
with acclamation, the former-mentioned capital liked the
first, sharply criticised the second, and ignored the others
until, probably, Habeneck's enthusiastic insistence overcame

prejudice some years later.

We may perhaps be forgiven for wondering what the
impression produced (1814) by the performance of so
startlingly original and difficult a work as the " Eroica "
may have been—without a conductor—under the then
prevailing conditions. Of the effect of the Ninth—with a

conductor—upon a bewildered orchestra and audience
(1825), a fairly correct surmise is permissible, as more than
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a decade had to pass before the great adventure was
repeated, no doubt with the advantage of a riper under¬
standing on the part of players and listeners. Our keen
interest in and admiration of his acknowledged supremacy
over all other living composers is proven by the
disappointing results of the first financial transaction
with the Master, who expressed his regret that the
three Overtures had not been liked in London, and
admitted that he could not claim them among his best
works. The incident offers sufficient evidence of the
Society's educative influence at this early stage of its
existence, inasmuch as something more definitely repre¬
sentative of his own manner (" Meine eigene Weise ")
had been expected from the composer of the "Eroica."
Nevertheless, the Directors' unshaken confidence encouraged
them forthwith to enter into new and much more important
negotiations, and it is to this historic record that these
timely pages are devoted.

In view of the fact that it would be difficult, if
not impossible, to name any one of the universally-
acknowledged geniuses—be he poet, painter, or musician—
who was, or is, invariably at his greatest and best, these
frequent warnings to the effect that each and all of
Beethoven's writings are not of equal value, nor worthy
the same sum of admiration, seem to smack somewhat of
unnecessary iteration.

This revised attitude towards some of his creations
may, though perhaps incompletely, be accounted for
by the rapid progressive development of those newer
perceptions and ideals which have effected such
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radical changes in all the arts. The races too have
learned—as they should—to speak each in their own
musical idiom.

Without touching even the fringe of profitless
contention, it may surely be said that the most recent
manifestations in the art of music bear little or no

resemblance to that which Beethoven knew, strove to

perfect, and bequeath to us. How far his own never-
ceasing experiments and self-tormenting searchings might
have carried him is beyond conjecture. It is well within
the writer's recollection that those glorious " Post¬
humous " Quartets into which he poured his greatest and
alas, last thoughts, were deemed not only incoherent, but
very mad. Not so demented, however, as the nonsensical
talk which the finest instrumental music ever conceived called
forth ! That time has happily passed ; there are now no
obstacles in the way of adequate performance or intelligent
appreciation. Not because of, but rather in spite of,
long familiarity, the immortal Sonatas, Concertos, and
Symphonies attract in greater degree, are more closely
studied and better understood by the multitude than at
any time since they were written. Beethoven is still the
supereminent Master in music.

There is no musician whose words and deeds have
been so diligently chronicled by his contemporaries ; and
the most recent biographers have left nothing unrevealed
that can be known about this puzzling compound of
dissimilar mental qualities, contrasts, and contradictions.
From among the many reliable pen-sketches may here
appropriately be quoted that of young Julius Benedict
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when he, with Weber and Haslinger, visited the Master
(who was in lodgings at Baden) in 1822, and found him
living " in the most appalling disorder—music, money,
clothing, on the floor, the bed unmade, broken coffee-
cups upon the table, the open pianoforte with scarcely
any strings left and thickly covered with dust, while he
himself was wrapt in a shabby old dressing-gown." *

When the suggested journey to England was men¬
tioned, Beethoven pointed to his ear and said, "Too late ! "
Could any elaborate description tell or touch us more ?
Bad health, neglect, gross ingratitude, the isolation of
complete deafness, and a dread of poverty—equally
depressing whether real or imaginary—wrought hurtful
changes on a noble nature, but could not deprive Beethoven
of his love for mankind or his yearning for affection.

It is well to remind the present generation that it was
the proud privilege of the Philharmonic Society to relieve
the anxieties of the dying genius and to brighten his last
hours with a message of hope and encouragement. After
all, a small gift ; but one which brought him near and
dear to us.

A great trust has been handed down and faithfully
administered by the long chain of honorary directors of
a Society whose uniquely generous international policy has
become traditional. Throughout the succeeding years the
name of every notable musician has been added to that of
the most illustrious among the world's composers which
adorns its first programme.

* "Weber" in "The Great Musicians" Series, p. 86. London, 1881.
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One hundred years after Beethoven's death we may
picture ourselves standing among the crowd at the gates
of the Wahringer Cemetery, listening to the voice of an
actor speaking these farewell words of a poet to Beethoven's
mourning friends :

" If ever in life any one of you is over¬
powered, as by a coming storm, by the might
of his creations, and when your enthusiasm
streams forth to join with that of generations
yet unborn, remember this hour, and say, 'We
were there when they buried him, and we wept
when he died.' "

A. C. M.

J
)

-t

t



•BëSTHOVeNi
AND

7he T\oyal Philharmonie Society.
BY

JOHN MEWBURN LEVIEN.

HE history of The Philharmonie Society of
London (graciously granted the privilege,
in 1912, of being styled "The Royal
Philharmonic Society") is, during the first
sixty years of its existence, says Myles
Birket Foster, in his interesting book,*

practically the history of English orchestral music, and
of the orchestral output of all nations introduced into
this country during that long period of time. Among
the works so introduced, those of Beethoven form a note-

* "History of the Philharmonic Society of London, 1813-1912, a
Record of a Hundred Years Work in the Cause of Music." By Myles
Birket Foster, F.R.A.M. (John Lane, The Bodley Head, London, W.i).
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worthy and honourable group.* At the very first concert
of the Society, on March 8, 18x3, a Beethoven Symphony
was performed. But the pilgrim fathers of the Society were
not accustomed to be exact in presenting their printed pro¬
grammes. This programmef affords no clue, and no record
has been discovered by which we may identify the work.
Therefore it can be said, broadly, that it must have been one
of the first six, for the seventh Symphony had not at that
date been given to the world. It was followed, at the
second concert, on March 15, 1813, by another Symphony,
which also cannot now be identified. At the Society's
third concert, on April 19, 1813, the Septuor was played.
The instruments detailed in the programme comprise the
usual array of strings, horn, clarinet, and bassoon. But on
May 24, 1819, when the same work was repeated, it is
interesting to note that the bassoon was called " Voce
Umana." The reason for this somewhat curious

change of nomenclature is not apparent. The programme
of the fourth concert, on May 3, 1813, contained a
Beethoven Quintet. Would that the Philharmonic had it
in its power to-day to provide chamber music concerts in
emulation of the fine early ardour of the Society for that
most beautiful form of Art. At the period under notice,
Symphonies (unnamed) and chamber music continued to
be performed; and on February 14, 1814, we find the
Overture to "Prometheus" (called "Finale," since it came
at the end of the programme). A fortnight afterwards, on

February 28, 1814, the "Eroïca" Symphony was presented
* A succinct account of Beethoven and the Philharmonic, by

William Wallace, appeared in the Society's programme of May 23, 1912,
when Nikisch conducted the Ninth Symphony.

t See Inset.
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to the musical world of London. A Trio for violin, viola,
and 'cello followed, on May 2, 1814, in Act 1* of the
programme, and Act 2 contained a selection from "The
Mount of Olives," with three solo singers—one of them
the great English tenor, John Brahamf—and a chorus.
This item seems to have been so popular that it was
repeated at the next concert but one—on May 30, 1814.

With artistic prescience and to its everlasting renown
the Society, in 1815, entered into fresh relations with
Beethoven, and purchased, for the sum of seventy-five
guineas, the right of first performances of three of his
Overtures, viz., "King Stephen," "The Ruins of Athens,"
and that in C. Each of these scores, when received by the
Society, bore a note in Beethoven's autograph. The
originals are still in the Society's possession, and are now

deposited on loan at the British Museum, where they may
be seen and are available for reference.

The eighth and last concert of the 1815 season, on

May 29, closed with the presentation of the " Egmont "
Overture. At the third concert of the following season,
on March 25, 1816, we find in the original programme,

* In the early days of the Society, the prevalent style was to describe
the "Parts" of a programme as "Acts." The Philharmonic revived this
custom in its centenary year, 1912, and continued it through several
seasons, afterwards resuming the usage of to-day.

f Carl Maria von Weber, who wrote solos in " Oberon " (produced
at Covent Garden, April 12, 1826) specially for Braham, called him "the
greatest singer in Europe." Weber, at the invitation of the Directors,
conducted a Philharmonic concert on April 3, 1826. This was his first
public appearance in London. He died in Sir George Smart's house, in
Great Portland Street, on June 4, 1826.
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"Finale, MS., composed for this Society, and never before
performed "—which presumably was the Overture in C,
Op. 115.

The next Beethoven work to be produced was the great
C minor Symphony No. 5, which was in the programme of
April 15, 1816. At this period—and until that April day
in 1820, when Spohr, before the astonished eyes of those
present, produced from his pocket and proceeded to use a
baton at a Philharmonic rehearsal—there was no regular
conductor, the duties of direction devolving upon " the
leader " (the first violin) and one who " presided at the
pianoforte." The former " was expected, by occasionally
marking time with his bow, to keep the orchestra together
in rhythmical accent, and the pianist's duty was to correct
mistakes or to supply accidental omissions in the per¬
formance." On the occasion of the performance of the
C minor Symphony, the " honours," as indeed they were,
were divided between Spagnoletti (an excellent violinist,
highly thought of by Paganini) and Clementi, whose
monumental " Gradus ad Parnassum " had already
systematised the art of pianoforte playing.

Muzio Clementi was indeed a remarkable man. Born
at Rome, and transplanted to pursue his studies in a Dorset¬
shire country house, he became conductor of the Italian Opera
in London, and as executant artist and extemporiser at the
keyboard he competed even with Mozart. If as a composer
not so illustrious as some of his predecessors and con¬
temporaries, it has been said of him to-day that in one
field at least, that of the Sonata, he indeed stood high.
His lost Symphonies have provoked much interesting
speculation. Clementi was known to Haydn, and for the
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PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

First Concert, Monday, March 8th, 1813.

PART 1.
Overture to Anaereon ....

Quartetto, two Violins, Viola, and Violon¬
cello, Messrs. F. Cramer, Moralt,
Sherrington, and Lindley -

Quartetto & Chorus, Nell' orror, Mrs.
Moralt, Messrs. Hawes, P. A. Corri,
and Kellner

Serenade, Wind Instruments, Messrs.
Mahon, Oliver, Holmes, Tully, and
the Petrides ......

Symphony

PART II.
S3rmplion3T
Chorus, Placido e' il mar, Mrs. Moralt,

Miss Hughes, Messrs. P. A. Corri,
C. Smith, &c.

Quintetto, two Violins, Viola, and two
Violoncellos, Messrs. Salomon,Cudmore,
Sherrington, Lindley, and C. Ashley Boccherini.

Chaconne, Jomelle. and March - - - Haydn.

Leader, Mr. Saloman.—Piano-Forte, Mr. Clemente
The Secondi will take place on Monday next, the 15th March.

Reynell, Printer, 21, Piccadilly, London.

Cherubini.

Mozart.

Sacchini.

Mozart.
Beethoven.

Haydn.

Mozart.

Reproduction of the Society's first programme of its first season.
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THIRD CONCERT, MONDAY, MARCH 21, 1825.

ACT I.
Sinfonía Letter T. - - - - - - - Haydn.
Terzetto, " Tuttelemiesperanze," Madame Caradori, Miss Goodall, and

Mr. Vaughan (Davidde Penitente) ------ Mozart.
Quartetto, two Violins, Viola, and Violoncello, Messrs. Spagnoletti,

Oury, Moralt, and Lindley ...... Mozart.
Song, Mr. Vaughan, " Why does the God of Israel sleep " (Samson) - Handel.
Quintetto. Flute, Oboë, Clarinet, Horn, and Bassoon, Messrs. Nicholson,

Vogt, Willman, Platt, and Mackintosh .... Reicha.
Recit. ed Aria, Madame Caradori, " Per pietà" (Cosi fan tutte) - Mozart.
Overture, Les deux Journées ------- Cherubini.

ACT II.
New Grand Characteristic Sintonia, MS. with Vocal Finale, the principal

parts of which to be sung by Madame Caradori, Miss Goodall,
Mr. Vaughan, and Mr. Phillips (composed expressly for this Society) Beethoven.

Leader, Mr. F. Cramer.—Conductor, Sir G. Smart.

To commence at Bight o'clock precisely.
The subscribers are most earnestly entreated to observe, that the Tickets are not transferable,

and that any violation of this rule to ill incur a total forfeiture of the subscription.
It is requested that the Coachmen may be directed to set down and take up with their

horses' heads towards Piccadilly.
The door in Little Argyll-street will be open after the Concert, for the egress of the Company.

The next Concert n ill be on Monday, April 11.

Reproduction of the Society's third programme of its thirteenth Season. "Act I"
comprised the first performance in England of the Ninth Symphony, a work so strange to the
players of the period, ihat Dragonetti afterwards exclaimed that had he known what would be
required of him, he would have demanded double fees. The Ninth Symphony was "composed
expressly for this Society," but haj already been heard at Vienna.
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HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE ALBERT.
HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUCHESS OF KENT.

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

SECOND CONCERT, MONDAY, MARCH 26th, 1865.

PART I.

Overture, Der Freiselllit z -------

Aria, " O salutaris Hostia," Mrs Lockey - - -

Concerto, Violin, Mr Blagrove ------
Selection from " Lohengrin"; Introduction, instrumental; Bridal

Procession ; Wedding Music and Epithalamium
PART II.

Choral Symphony, No 9 -

Conductor, Herr Richard Wagner.

To commence at Eight o'clock precisely.

THE THIRD CONCERT WILL TAKE PLACE ON MONDAY, APRIL 16th.

Weber.

Cherubini.
Mendelssohn.

Wagner.

Beethoven.

The eight concerts of the Society's Season of 1855 extended from March 12 to June 25
and were all directed by Richard Wagner. This reproduction is of the second programme
u Part 2 " of which comprised the Ninth Symphony.



TheNinthSymphony.—PhotographicfacsimileofBeethoven'sautographinscription
ontheMS.copyofthescoreinthepossessionoftheRoyalPhilharmonicSociety. Itruns:—GrosseSinfoniegeschrieben furdiePhilharmonischeGesellschaft inLondon

vonLudwigvanBeethoven.
Theflourishing"ErsterSatz"inthecomposer'scaptionofPartI.ofthework.
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purpose of these notes is famous if only because he was
introduced to Beethoven, at Vienna, entering into
commercial relations with him and purchasing some of his
compositions — for dementi's versatile energies found
employment in music-publishing, and, it may be added, in
pianoforte manufacturing also * Full of years, and greatly
esteemed, his passing was honoured with a public funeral,
and he was interred in the cloisters of Westminster Abbey.

In 1817, on February 24, at the first concert of the
season, the Overture to "Fidelio," "never performed in
this country," was played. At the seventh concert on
May 26, Miss Goodall sang " Adelaide " (curiously called
a "cantata"). She was accompanied by Sir George Smart
on the pianoforte, a relaxation of the law of the Society
which ordained full orchestral accompaniment for vocal
items. A fortnight later, on June 9, at the eighth concert
of the season, the Symphony No. 7 was given ; and
the Overture " Fidelio " was repeated, both works in
Act 2 of the programme.

The Philharmonic made further personal contact
with Beethoven in the year 1817, when, through
Ferdinand Ries, the Directors offered him three hundred
guineas to come to London and direct two Symphonies to

* In Clementi there were combined the rare characteristics of high
artistic attainments with a shrewd business acumen. In the commercial
field he seems first to have been associated with Messrs. Longman &
Broderip, music-publishers and pianoforte manufacturers. Undismayed
by the bankruptcy of that firm in 1798, he at once embarked on fresh
ventures, and at length we hear of him as head of the firm of Clementi,
Collard & Co.—now the well-known house of Collard & Collard.
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be composed by him for the Society. Beethoven, how¬
ever, said that his fee would be four hundred and fifty
guineas, a hundred and fifty guineas to be paid in
advance. Later the Directors renewed their offer.
But the great man proved inflexible. He never came
to England. On April 13, 18x8, at the fourth
concert of the season, a Quintet for pianoforte,
clarinet, oboe, bassoon, and horn was given—and so the
tale continued, of Symphonies, Overtures, &c., from
Beethoven's pen. In 1820, Charles Neate (1784-1877),
the only English pupil of the Master, and one of the
original founders of the Society, played for the first time in
this country a Pianoforte Concerto by Beethoven.

It is interesting to note that Charles Neate was one
of the little group of musicians who met on January 24,
18x3, at the house of William Dance, in Manchester
Street, and projected the idea of the Philharmonic Society.
Along with Neate in the list of the first thirty members,
were J. P. Salomon (1745-1815), the friend of Haydn, and
Thomas Attwood (1765-1838), organist of St. Paul's
Cathedral and the favourite pupil of Mozart. Truly
the Philharmonic descends from the Gods of Music.

A link with Neate, and also with Beethoven—as well
as, incidentally, with the Philharmonic, by reason of the
galaxy of names quoted, all of them known to the Society's
programmes—is furnished by the following letter from
Mr. Malcolm Salaman. It is not without significance
that it appeared in a periodical claiming to have only a
literary interest.* The writer (the son of Charles Salaman,
the fine pianist who played in the C minor Concerto

* T.P.'s and CasselFs Weekly, January 15, 1927.
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(Op. 37) at the Society's concert on March 18, 1850),
after describing the interest with which he had recently read
an article on Beethoven, by Ferdinand Hiller, goes on :

" It recalled the thrill I experienced as a
youth of sixteen when, in 1871, my father told
me that the corpulent little old gentleman with
the thick beard and impressive head, with whom
he had just been conversing, and to whom he
had presented me, was the celebrated German
composer, Ferdinand Hiller, who had been the
pupil of Hummel, an intimate friend of
Mendelssohn, Chopin, and Rossini, had known
Goethe, and in his boyhood had actually been
beside the death-bed of Beethoven.

"To most English boys of my day this
information would hardly, I suppose, have stirred
an emotion to remember ; but my father, who
had been acquainted with Hummel, Mendelssohn,
and Chopin, and had early taught me the noble
pleasure of praising famous men, had spoken
often of the shock of grief with which, in March,
1827, he, as a boy, just about to publish his first
composition, and his music-master, Charles
Neate, a valued friend of Beethoven, and the
intermediary between him and the Philharmonic
Society, had heard of the illustrious composer's
death. . . . Ferdinand Hiller's personal
recollections of the dying Beethoven revived my
memory, not only of that meeting nearly fifty-
six years ago, but of afterwards seeing the
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famous musician, who had more than once seen
Beethoven plain, sitting at the pianoforte with my
father and playing duets, their musical sympathies
linked with memories of immortal genius.

" Malcolm C. Salaman."

In 1822, T. F. Walmisley (1783-1866: father of
T. A. Walmisley) convened a meeting of the Society to con¬
sider a scheme for the inauguration of a teaching institution
in London, to be called the Royal Academy of Music. The
idea finally took shape under the «gis of Lord Burghersh.
This was the year, too, in which, on November 10,
at a meeting of the Directors, it was resolved to offer
Beethoven fifty pounds for a MS. Symphony, to be
delivered in the following March. All rights in the work
were to revert to the composer eighteen months after the
date of its receipt by the Society. Beethoven took a some¬
what wide view of the terms of the contract, and the
Symphony was played at a benefit concert given for him at
the Kàrnthnerthor Theatre, at Vienna, at which he made
his last public appearance. It was published in that city,
and dedicated on the printed score to Frederick III., King
of Prussia, before a copy reached London. It is not
necessary here to stress this indifference to the letter of a
contract on the part of a stupendous artist approaching
the end of life's voyage over stormy seas. It is enough
that in due course a MS. copy of the full score of the
Ninth ("Choral") Symphony duly reached the Directors,
with the inscription in Beethoven's handwriting*: "Grosse
Symphonie geschrieben fiir die Philharmonische Gesell-
schaft in London von Ludwig van Beethoven." The

* See Inset.
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headings (e.g., " Erster Satz ") of the four movements
and, apparently, the clef signs, crescendo indications, &c.,
in ink and in pencil, are also by Beethoven himself. This
score is now accessible at the British Museum, where it is
deposited on loan. The Museum authorities have
published a catalogue of the Society's MSS. preserved in
the Library. The "Choral Symphony" was performed for
the first time in England by the Society on March 21,
1825, Sir George Smart being the conductor.

It is a rose in our national chaplet that an English
pianoforte was Beethoven's instrument at the time he was

creating the epic glories of the Ninth Symphony. Some
five years previously, Thomas Broadwood, then on a visit
to Vienna, had been honoured with the friendship of the
Master. Returning to London, he despatched to Vienna,
for Beethoven's acceptance, a Broadwood grand pianoforte.
Here is the great man's acknowledgment of the gift. Its
text seems to betray some idiosyncrasy, inspired maybe by
the fervour of the writer :

" A Monsieur Thomas Broadvood

a Londres (en Angleterre).
"Mon très cher Ami Broadvood !

"jamais je n'éprouvais pas un plus grand
Plaisir de ce que me causa votre Annonce de
l'arrivée de cette Piano, avec qui vous m'honorez
de m'en faire présent ; je regarderai come un
Autel, ou je déposerai les plus belles offrandes
de mon esprit au divine Apollon. Aussitôt
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come je recevrai votre Excellent instrument, je
vous enverrai d'en abord les Fruits de l'inspira¬
tion des premiers moments, que j'y passerai, pour
vous servir d'un souvenir de moi à vous mon

très cher B., et je ne souhaits ce que, qu'ils soient
dignes de votre Instrument.*

" Mon cher Monsieur et ami recevez ma

plus grande consideration
" de votre ami

" et très humble Serviteur,

"Louis van Beethoven.
" Vienne le 3me

"du mois Février, 1818."

The idea of sending a pianoforte to Beethoven has some¬
times been stated to have emanated from the Philharmonic;
but no record of this is preserved in the Society's archives.
A nexus with the Society is, however, found in the fact
that Cipriani Potter (1792-1871), then studying at Vienna,
was the first to try over the instrument after it was

* It was numbered 7,362 in the books of John Broadwood & Sons.
Beethoven retained it till his death, in 1827, allowing only Stumpf to tune
it. F. Wieck has recorded that it was Beethoven's favourite instrument,
and that he had an acoustical contrivance which, by contact with the
belly, enabled the deaf composer to hear its sound. Before sending the
pianoforte to Beethoven, Broadwoods caused it to be inscribed with the
autographs of the most distinguished musicians at that time in London.
The pianoforte afterwards came into the possession of the Abbé Liszt, at
Weimar. (For this information I am indebted to a brochure published by
Messrs. Broadwood in connection with their exhibit at the International
Inventions Exhibition of 1885.)
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unpacked. In a letter to Ries, in London, Beethoven says
that Potter visited him several times, and adds that his
English guest seemed to have a talent for composition.
It was a talent to which its possessor gave full rein,
vieing even with his great exemplar in the number of his
Symphonies (MS.). But none of his output was destined
to survive. Many of his works were produced at
Philharmonic concerts. As a conductor, Potter directed
the orchestra with his hand, and not with a baton, thus to
an extent anticipating the methods of some meteoric con¬
ductors that we have known. Several of his Symphonies are
preserved in the Society's library. Potter was an original
Associate of the Society. In June, 1832, he became
Principal of the Royal Academy of Music, and held sway
in that Institution for upwards of a quarter of a century.
He resigned in 1859, in favour of Charles Lucas. His
memory is preserved in the Potter Exhibition of the
R.A.M., founded by subscription.

On June 11, 1821, Ignaz Moscheles had made his
first appearance in England at a concert of the Society. In
1827 he informed the Directors that Beethoven was

seriously ill with dropsy, and in great monetary straits.
Beethoven, in a letter which he wrote to Moscheles,
recalled that some years before the Society had handsomely
offered to give a concert for his benefit. But at that time
he did not require help ; now he begged the Directors to
renew their offer. He also signed a letter to Sir George
Smart, conveying a pathetic appeal. A meeting was at
once held, on February 28, 1827, and a hundred pounds
instantly voted to be sent through Moscheles, " to be
applied to Beethoven's comforts and necessities during his
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illness." This sum was despatched to Vienna on March 2,

through the famous house of Rothschild. I have recently
been favoured with a copy of the entry in their books,
which runs as follows :—

In a letter of thanks to Moscheles, Beethoven said :—

" May heaven restore me to health, and I
will prove to the generous English how much I
appreciate the sympathy they have shown for my
sad condition."

For the guidance of the Philharmonic, Beethoven
enclosed metronome indications of the tempi of the move¬
ments of the Ninth Symphony. In this connection there
may be mentioned an incident of recent times, recorded by
Mr. Norman O'Neill, the present Hon. Treasurer of the
Society.^ Mr. O'Neill writes :—

* William Dance (1735-1840) was one of the founders of the Society,
and became Hon. Treasurer in 1815. He was a violinist, and led the
orchestra at the Handel Commemoration in 1790.

t George Eugène Griffin (1781-1863), pianist, and composer of now

forgotten works, was also one of the founders of the Society.

I Mr. O'Neill is a great-grandson of Dr. J. W. Callcott (1766-1821),
the versatile musician, pupil of Haydn for orchestration, who achieved so
much but who is remembered to-day chiefly as a composer of catches and
glees.

By W. Dance*
G. E. Griffinf

Cheque on Drummond & Co.
Mr. Rau at Vienna from
Moscheles.
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"Talking one day to me at a Philharmonic
rehearsal, Felix Weingartner remarked that it
had never been decided whether bassoons were

intended to play with the 'cellos and basses in
certain passages in the Ninth Symphony. He
said that in the original MS. there was a scrawl
in the blank bassoon part which he had always
taken to be ' coi bassi.' I suggested that we
should go to the British Museum to see if the
Society's copy would throw any light on the
matter. Weingartner, and some members of the
Committee, along with myself, duly set out for
Bloomsbury. On looking up the passage at the
Museum we found ' coi bassi ' quite clearly
written. As the MS. copy was made from
the original, and corrected by the composer, it
can certainly be taken to be correct."

It is recorded oí Beethoven, that frequently during
the day on which he received the Society's gift, he was
heard to exclaim, "May God reward them a thousand¬
fold." In a letter to Moscheles, dated only eight days
before his death (which occurred on March 26, 1827), he
wrote :—

"... the noble liberality of the Philharmonic
Society, which almost anticipated my request,
has touched me to my inmost soul. I beg
you, therefore, my dear Moscheles, to be my
organ in conveying to the Society my heartfelt
thanks for their generous sympathy and aid.
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Say to these worthy men, that if God restores
me to health, I shall endeavour to prove the
reality of my gratitude by my actions, and I
therefore leave it to the Society to choose what
I am to write for them, a Symphony, the tenth
lies fully sketched in my desk, and likewise a new
Overture and some other things. 1 will strive to
fulfil every wish of the Society and never shall
I have begun my work with so much zeal as on
this occasion."

A special link with Beethoven has now to be men¬
tioned—the portrait bust, a copy of which, in accordance
with the wishes of the donor, stands in front of the
Orchestra, at the Society's concerts. This bust, which was
made by Schaller, a famous Viennese sculptor, was certified
by six of his personal friends to be a remarkable and
speaking likeness of the great musician. It came into
the possession of Frau Linzbauer (wife of Professor
Franz Linzbauer), who on December 17, 1870, the
centenary of Beethoven's birth,* presented it to the
Philharmonic Society in recognition of their generosity to
Beethoven.

Moscheles, writing about the matter to Elischer, an
Austrian advocate and notary, says :—

" I am very much pleased to learn from you
that it is the intention of Frau Linzbauer to

present to the Philharmonic Society of London
* So stated in the deed of gift signed by Frau Linzbauer ; but

Beethoven was probably born on December 16, 1770. December 17
was the date of baptism. (Cf. " Grove," s.v. Beethoven.)
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the original bust of the immortal Beethoven,
which is now in her possession. The English
nation, and especially this Society, most fully
deserve it, as a recognition of the extraordinary
sympathy they showed for Beethoven in his
latter years."

Finally, one or two other associations with Beethoven
and notable performances of his music, may fittingly be
mentioned. In 1830 (the year in which the Society's
library was almost miraculously rescued from the flames of
the burnt-out Argyll Rooms), Luigi Lablache, the historic
basso, made his first appearance at the Society's concerts.
Lablache, who had sung the alto solo at Haydn's funeral,
sang the bass solo part in Mozart's " Requiem " at the funeral
of Beethoven, and was one of the torch-bearers. Joachim,
as a boy of thirteen, made his first appearance in England
at the Society's concert on May 27, 1844, playing the
Beethoven Violin Concerto, Mendelssohn being the
conductor ; he also selected this Concerto for his farewell
appearance at the Philharmonic, on June 1, 1900, Sir
Alexander Mackenzie conducting. Thus worthily did the
great violinist close his long connection with the Society,
that had extended over upwards of fifty-six years, during
which time he had appeared on forty different occasions.
Clara Schumann played the Pianoforte Concerto in E flat
at her first appearance in England, on April 14, 1856,
Sterndale Bennett,* that fine English musician who was
invited to succeed Mendelssohn at the Gewandhaus,

* Sir William Sterndale Bennett (1816-1875), Principal of the Royal
Academy of Music, 1866-1875.
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conducting. Nor can we omit a brief reference to Richard
Wagner, who directed seven Beethoven Symphonies* and
much other music, including Cipriani Potter's G minor
Symphony, in the season of 1855, when he was the
Society's conductor. During his stay in London, Wagner's
immense industry found an outlet in the completion of a
great part of the scoring of "Die Walkiire." Still one
more name may be selected from the long retinue, that of
Domenico Dragonetti, the great double-bass player. A
man of marked personality, he was one of the Society's
chief performers from 1816 to 1842. In 1845—and,
according to Grove's "Dictionary," in the eighty-second
year of his age—he headed the double-bass players, thirteen
in number, at the Beethoven Festival at Bonn. In 180S-09
Dragonetti had been at Vienna, and had there made the
acquaintance of Beethoven. He died in his own house, in
Leicester Square, London, on April 16, 1846, at the age
of eighty-three.

Just before he passed away, Dragonetti held out his
great hand (Manuel Garcia f used to say that his fingers
were like pokers), covered with callosities, and said with
emotion, as he took leave of a group of friends
surrounding him :—" This is the hand which Beethoven,
our great friend, whose spirit now dwells in purer regions,
pressed." The members of the Royal Philharmonic

* See facsimile inset of programme containing Ninth Symphony.

t Inventor of the laryngoscope, brother of Madame Malibran and
Pauline Yiardot Garcia, teacher of Jenny Lind and Sir Charles Santley.
For many years a Member of the Society (1805-1906).
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Society may truly feel that they have been privileged to
join hands with the Master, and that his spirit has been
with them in all their long years of travail and of joy.

The Honorary Committee of Management has to
express its very cordial acknowledgments to Messrs.
Novello for much kind assistance in the preparation and
issue of these Notes. It is interesting to recall that
the traditions associated with the name Novello begin with
Vincent Novello (1781-1861) ; he was an original
Member of the Philharmonic, and on occasion directed the
orchestra, " at the pianoforte." His son, Joseph Alfred
Novello (1810-1896), a musician and bass singer of
some distinction, and founder of the existing firm of
Novello & Co., Ltd., was destined by his publishing
activities to bequeath a famous name. Clara, Countess
Gigliucci (1818-1908), sister of J. A. Novello, made
frequent appearances in the Society's programmes during
many years. Her voice was a soprano of great purity and
much beauty.



"The Qold ¿Medal of
!'The 'Soyal cPhilhar?nonic Society.

Instituted in 1871, in commemoration of the centenary
of the birth of Beethoven, the Gold Medal is from time to
time presented to distinguished musicians for services
rendered to Art and to the Society. The design of the
Medal is by the well-known artist-engraver, Leonard C.
Wyon, who made use of the Schaller bust to model the
profile of Beethoven that forms the obverse. The following
is a list of the Gold Medallists of the Society to the
present time :—

Albani-Gye, Emma, d.b.e.

Bauer, Harold
Bennett, William

Sterndale, kt.
Brahms, Johannes
Bülow, Hans von

Butt, Clara, d.b.e.

Casals, Pablo
Cortot, Alfred
Cusins, W. G., kt.

Delius, Frederick
Elgar, Edward, o.m., kt.

Foster, Muriel
Goddard, Arabella
Gounod, Charles
Joachim, Joseph
Kreisler, Fritz
Kubelik, Jan
Linzbauer, Fanny

Lloyd, Edward
Lucas, Stanley
Lunn, Kirkby
Mackenzie, Alexander C.

k.c.v.o.

Nilsson, Christine
Pachmann, Vladimir de

Paderewski, Ignatz Jan,
Patti, Adelina g.b.e.

I Pyne, Bodda-
i >

\ Rosa, Parepa-
Rubinstein, Anton
Santley, Charles, kt.

Sauer, Emil
Sherrington, Lemmens
tetrazzini, Luisa
Tietjens, Theresa
Wood, Henry J., kt.

Ysaye, Eugène
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Sub-Principal.
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Mac.Kay, G. S.
Levine, Philip
Webbe, Herbert
Greenbaum, H.
Pennington, J.
Whittaker, Geo.
Kneale-Kelley, 5.
O'Donnel], M.
Price, W.
Tas, P. E.
Nicholls, Amery
Davis, W. H.
Trimby, E.

Second Violins.

Woodhouse, C., Principal,
Hopkinson, A.
Gremfield, F. W.
Sear, W.
Ives, Arthur
Hainton, J.
Mole, A. f.
Pitt, J. H.
Ricketts, J.
Fry, W. J.
Rutledge, E.
Fussell, T.
M arno, H.
Saenr, G.

Violas.

Hobday, Alfred, Principal.
Lockyer, James T.
Blakemore, Arthur
Howard, F.
Smith, Wilfred J.
Shore, B.
Darbey, F. G.
Ga-nett, R.
Simmom, J.
Cload, J.

Violoncellos.

Parker, B. Patterson
Principal.

Jones, R. Purcell
Crabbe, C. A.
Parr, J. E

Violoncellos (contd.).

Casano, F.
Gauntlett, A.
Tabb, R. V.
Budd, Thomas
Cameron, D.
Bontoux, M.

Basses.

Winterbottom, C.,
Principal.

Hobday, C.
Watson, Victor A.
Srirling, S.
Silvester. J.
Powell, F. G.
Lodge, H. E.
Green, H.

Flutes.

Fransella, A.
Walker, H. Gordon
Hopkinson, L.

Piccolo.

Murchie, R.

Oboes.

Goossens, Leon
Field, J.
Macdonagh, J.

Cor Anglais.
Hinchliff, W. S.

Clarinets.

Thurston, J.
Augarde, E.
Hughes, J. S.

Bass Clarinet.

Lear, Walter
Bassoons.

Dubrucq, E.
Alexandra, J.
Wood, F.

Qontra-Bassoon.
Alexandra, A.

Herns.

Brain, Aubrey
Cursue, A. J.
Salkeld, F. W.

Horns [contd.).
Smith, George
Thornton, H.
Manners, George
Bradley, E.

Trumpets.
Barr, H.
Tames, Frank G.
Hall, E.
Barraclough, W. L.
Gyp, F. L.
Fenwick, G.

Trombones.

Stamp, Jesse
Falkner, A.
Garvin, A.
Guttridge, T.

Tubas-

Reynolds, W.
Glynn, F. W.

Timpani.
Turner, Charles
Lockett, H.

Principal Percussion.
Wheelhouse, F. H.

Other Percussion.

Bender, Charles
Lockett, H.
Hanrahan, J.
Barnes, H
Grade-, W.

Harps.
Goossens, Miss Marie
Goossens, Miss Sidonie

Celesta.

Sanders, Francis G.
Organ.

Sanders, Francis G.
Orchestral Attendant.

Fussell, W.
Orchestral Secretary.

Frederick Laurence,
24, BernersStreet, W. 1.

(Telephone—Museum 4876.)
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SIXTH CONCERT of the 115th SEASON,

1926-27.
Thursday, March 24, 1927, at 8 p.m.

at the

1\OTAL HLB8BJ HHLL.
3n XÏTemortam:

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
'Bom Dec. 16th, 1770, at Bonn ; Died Mar. 26th, 1827, at Vienna, j

Missa Solennis ... ... Beethoven.
with

THE ROYAL CHORAL SOCIETY
(Secretary, W. G. Rotherv, M.V.O.)

Organist - - R. ARNOLD GREIR.
ROSINA BUCKMAN. MURIEL BRUNSKILL.

PARRY JONES. NORMAN ALLIN.
' Egmont ' Overture ... Beethoven
Choral Fantasia, for Pianoforte,

Chorus, and Orchestra ... Beethoven
Solo Pianoforte - - YORK BOWEN.

God Save the King.

Conductor - SI\ HUGH P. HLL6-\.



The Toyal Philharmonic Society

AS constituted in 1813, for the purpose of giving the highest
class of orchestral and vocal Concerts, and has continued
its activities without a break till the present time. It is one
of the oldest Societies of its kind in the world.

MEMBERS, ASSOCIATES, and FELLOWS have the privilege of
attending the rehearsals, which have for over a century been a notable
educational feature of the artistic life of London ; they also enjoy a
reduction in the rate of subscription ; and they also nominate pupils
and friends to attend the rehearsals, subject to certain conditions.

The Society has always made a feature of allotting a certain number
of seats at its Concerts to bonâ fide students at a specially reduced
subscription.

To carry on this work, which cannot in the economic conditions of the
world be expected to pay its own way, a GUARANTEE FUND is
indispensable until such time as a sufficient FOUNDATION FUND has
been built up.

The Honorary Secretary will be happy to supply information as to the
nomination of Associates (professional musicians) and Fellows (non¬
professional). Election is by the Committee of Management. Members
are elected from among the Associates, and form the " General Committee."

The Honorary Committee of Management confidently appeals to music-
lovers to assist in maintaining this ancient Society with its high artistic
aims and achievement at full and increasing efficiency.

It may be pointed out that the Committee of Management and Officers
give, and have always given, honorary services, and should any surplus
accrue it must, according to the Constitution of the Society, be applied
exclusively to the furthering of the Society's work.

All further particulars can be obtained from

ijon. Sec. of tfye Koyal philharmonic Society,
19, BERNERS STREET, W.i.

Telephone : MUSEUM 7877-



 


